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Smart space technologies have entered the mainstream home market. Most users currently interact with smart homes that they
(or an acquaintance) have set up and know well. However, as these technologies spread to commercial or public environments,
users will need to frequently interact with unfamiliar smart spaces where they are unaware of the available capabilities and
the system maintainer will not be present to help. Users will need to quickly and independently 1) discover what is and is not
possible, and 2) make use of available functionality. Widespread adoption of smart space systems will not be possible until
this discoverability issue is solved. We design and evaluate ARticulate, an interface that allows users to have successful smart
space interactions with an intelligent assistant while learning transferable information about the overall set of devices in an
unfamiliar space. Our method of using Snapchat-like contextual photo messages enhanced by two technologies—augmented
reality and autocomplete—allows users to determine available functionality and achieve their goals in one attempt with a smart
space they have never seen before, something no existing interface supports. The ability to easily operate unfamiliar smart
spaces improves the usability of existing systems and removes a significant obstacle to the vision of ubiquitous computing.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Intelligent assistants are an increasingly popular way for users to interact with Internet of Things technologies
in the home, with over 80 million smart speakers like the Echo and Google Home sold thus far in 2021 [19].
However, despite their growing ubiquity in smart spaces, a problem is emerging on the horizon—discoverability.
To support new users, smart space interfaces must help users easily discover 1) what functionality is available
in the space, and 2) how to invoke the desired functionality. Currently, smart space users discover what devices
are available and how to interact with them by asking or observing the person that set up the system. Many
studies have reported that smart homes are often maintained by a primary technical user, or “pilot user,” but
must also be used by “passenger users” such as roommates, spouses, or guests [14, 25, 26, 30, 35, 51]. Though
these passenger users are often not involved in the installation and configuration of the smart space system, they
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Fig. 1. Ad-hoc discovery method for residential guests. The host provides guests with example voice commands that establish
the proper name of each controllable device. The host must also specify what the interface does not control (the TV),
presumably because it is difficult for guests to determine from failed voice interactions alone that it is not controllable.
Note that if users are unable to figure out the interface, they will manually turn off the devices, disrupting any automation
routines. Reproduced with permission.

must nevertheless figure out what the system can do and how they can make the system do it. These passenger
users currently rely on the pilot user to tell or show them available functionality [25].
As smart space technologies become more widely adopted, there will be an increasing number of passenger
users in contexts where the system maintainer is inaccessible, especially in commercial and public spaces. The
current reliance on out-of-band social communication for discovering what devices are available and how to
interact with them will become a significant obstacle to usability and adoption of smart spaces. In a space like a
smart office or smart conference room, the system maintainer is unlikely to be present to teach the large number
of passenger users how to use the system. Further, if the capabilities of the smart space change dynamically as
mobile smart devices become increasingly common, not even the system maintainer may know what functionality
is available at any given moment. These problems have already begun to emerge in residential situations where
the smart home maintainer may not be present, such as the AirBnB home rental business (see Figure 1). Helping
users quickly discover and invoke functionality in these unfamiliar smart spaces is critical if we wish to enable
the widespread adoption of smart spaces, as every user is likely to become a passenger user at some point.
Our goal is to design an intelligent assistant interface that supports smart space discovery—that is, it allows
users to walk into an unfamiliar smart space and accomplish a smart space task in a single attempt, or, if the task
is not possible, not attempt to do it at all. We refer to this as a one-shot interaction. Additionally, such a discovery
interface should also help users learn transferable information that could unlock the use of other modalities
in the smart home ecosystem, such as voice interfaces, that may lack discovery aids but have other contextual
benefits like hands-free operation.
Achieving one-shot interactions with smart space intelligent assistants is challenging because the vast majority
of modern smart homes are built around what we call the “proper device name” paradigm. Under the proper
device name paradigm, basic smart home interactions focus on individual devices. To invoke device functionality,
users must know the proper name assigned to the device by the administrator during installation. This leaky
system abstraction requires users to know in advance which devices are smart and what their proper names are
in order to successfully interact with the smart space.
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Computing systems that rely on proper names to reference data objects have long struggled with discoverability.
Command lines, databases, and file systems all use names to specify actions or entities. In the 1980s, Furnas
studied what he called the vocabulary problem in computing systems, and found that across many domains, the
guessability of even the best proper name was very low [13]. He also identified a fundamental tension in proper
names—the more guessable a name is, the more generic it is, meaning it could potentially apply to multiple
objects. Furnas called this “the precision problem.”
The precision problem means that simply providing users with a list of device names is not sufficient for
achieving one-shot interactions in unfamiliar spaces. Given a list of names, users might take multiple attempts to
guess which name corresponds to the desired device. Worse, if the appliance they want to control is not in fact a
smart device, users may need to eliminate all the possible names through trial-and-error before determining that
the device must not be connected! This means that in addition to providing the list of device names, we also need
to map the names to their real-world devices.
Different computing systems have developed different solutions to the vocabulary problem, but most involve
some kind of visual aid or pointing-based selection. One such solution is autocomplete, which provides real-time
visual feedback to users as they type. Autocomplete has been used to help users discover available proper names of
tables, fields, and operations in databases [32], and proper names of actions and objects in command lines [28, 31].
These days, popular operating systems such as Windows and MacOS provide a search bar augmented with
autocomplete suggestions for finding files by name. Augmented reality is another method that has been used to
provide textual or visual feedback specifically for physical objects [12, 38, 40, 50].
Upon the introduction of graphical user interfaces, another solution was to capture gesture via the cursor,
which allowed users to select an object by pointing to it rather than having to specify a proper name. These
days users can launch applications by clicking icons rather than typing names on the command line, and select
files by clicking through directory hierarchies in a file explorer. These objects are usually also labeled with their
proper names, but users only need to recognize the name of a desired object, rather than recall it. More recently,
smartphone cameras have been used to capture user gaze as a gesture for indicating real world objects [29].
In this work, we draw on this rich history to design a discovery-centric smart space intelligent assistant
interface that uses photo-taking as a selection gesture, and uses augmented reality and autocomplete to provide
users with feedback that helps them learn a transferable mental map of smart device names, locations, and
functionality while accomplishing their goals.
We unite these concepts into a cohesive whole by framing communication with the intelligent assistant as a
familiar messaging interaction. We chose to model ARticulate’s workflow after Snapchat, a popular ephemeral
photo messaging app with 293 million daily active users worldwide [43]. The app opens into a live camera view
that allows users to snap a quick photo of their immediate surroundings, caption it, and send it to a contact.
Inspired by this workflow, we design a messaging app called ARticulate, where the live camera view reveals
smart devices and their names using augmented reality. ARticulate users can take a picture of the devices, caption
the image with the aid of autocomplete suggestions that are tailored to the devices in the image, and then send
the captioned image to the smart space intelligent assistant.
We evaluate the ARticulate design by running user studies with nine participants. While users of the baseline
voice interface struggle to operate an unfamiliar smart space, ARticulate users are able to achieve the goal of
one-shot interactions in unfamiliar smart spaces, as well as zero attempted interactions with unconnected devices.
Additionally, we find that the knowledge learned during use of this messaging interface is able to translate to a
voice interface afterwards, unlocking a previously inaccessible part of the smart space ecosystem after only a
few interactions. By successfully designing a smart space interface that prioritizes the ability to easily operate
unfamiliar smart spaces, we greatly improve the usability of existing systems and remove a significant obstacle
to widespread adoption of smart space technologies.
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2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

While there has been an extensive amount of work on designing usable smart home interfaces in situations where
users are familiar with the underlying capabilities, less work has been done to study the scenario where people
walk into an unfamiliar smart space and must discover what capabilities are available and how to use them.

2.1

Smart Space Discoverability

In the paper “Let There be Light,” Brumitt and Cadiz compare five different interfaces for controlling lights to
determine which modality would be best for intelligent home environments [5]. In particular, the researchers
were interested in seeing how people would try to interact with the system upon first entering the room and
which interface they preferred. This closely resembles our intended use case of unfamiliar smart spaces.
The voice interface was rated the most-liked, the easiest to use, and was by far the most popular choice for the
final task where participants could pick any interface. However, this is likely because the voice interface was
Wizard-of-Oz and understood advanced input like pronouns and contextual descriptions. For example, users
would say commands like “turn on this light” without verbally specifying which light, or “turn on the left light”
with the implied frame of reference facing the television. A voice system that only had access to the text of the
user’s speech would have struggle to select the correct light. However, the authors observed that in 91% of the
tasks, the participants looked at the device they were referring to. This means that gaze direction can be used to
resolve most ambiguous device references, without the users having to know any proper device names.
The authors cautioned against relying on proper device names, observing that labeling all the lights with
proper names would “[require] a person to learn a naming scheme for all the lights in the house, and visitors
will be faced with the problem of trying to guess the labels selected by the owner.” Unfortunately, modern smart
homes have coalesced around the proper device name approach. The study did not evaluate how the usability of
voice interfaces would be impacted if the system only understood proper names, as in current systems.

2.2

Potential Discovery Mechanisms for Intelligent Assistants

Many researchers have noted that discovery is a significant obstacle to voice interface usability. The 1990s
saw a rising interest in telephone-based automated voice assistants for managing calendars, booking travel,
purchasing goods, playing music, and so on [22, 53]. While early work focused on improving the natural language
capabilities of the systems, researchers found that users would adapt their speech to what they thought the
system’s capabilities were anyway (often incorrectly) [23]. These initial findings launched extensive work on
helping users more accurately model language interface functionality and limitations, such as through examples
and tutorials [21, 54]. Voice-only discovery approaches focused on prompts that expanded or condensed options
and provided instructions at appropriate times [53]. However, prompt-based approaches tend to take worst-case
time for initial interactions [3, 8], which in smart spaces would impose a potentially prohibitive overhead cost
to interacting with each new space. In response, further work has explored conveying discovery information
through a high-bandwidth visual channel [47]. These visual approaches to discovery for speech interfaces have
included multimodal interfaces, autocomplete, and augmented reality.
2.2.1 Multimodal Interfaces. Some voice interfaces address discovery by co-existing with another interface that
shows hints about voice commands for the various functions [53]. One example is VoiceNavigator, a mobile voice
user interface (M-VUI) that enables hands-free operation of a mobile phone for those with motor impairments [10].
To help users understand 1) what actions VoiceNavigator could perform on the phone, and 2) how to invoke
the actions with speech, users initially used the phone’s direct manipulation interface, which showed users
the equivalent language-based command for any task they performed that could also be done with speech.
VoiceNavigator also exposed contextual help menus that showed users all available options, if desired. Though
we also use a graphical interface to help users learn linguistic information, we forgo a direct manipulation
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approach in favor of maintaining an intelligent assistant interaction framing that could more easily transfer to
voice interactions.
2.2.2 Using Autocomplete for Discovery. Autocomplete is a list of possible valid user input text that updates
dynamically based on what the user has typed, and which is visually co-located with the input widget. Autocomplete became mainstream when Google introduced it for Search in 2004 [6], though it has been used in many
other domains, such as browser URLs, Unix commands, and email [18, 28].
Autocomplete has also been used to aid interactions with smart space intelligent assistants, such as Google
Assistant [15], which powers Google Home [16]. Though users can talk to Google Assistant through smart
speakers or their phone, users also have the option of typing to it through the phone app, accompanied by
autocomplete suggestions. For example, the suggestions for “turn” include “turn on the lights.”
However, these suggestions are for improving input speed and effort, and do not support smart space discovery.
Google explicitly states that their autocomplete provides predictions of what the user is already planning to type,
and is not designed to help the user discover new interactions with devices that are actually in the room [17].
Though less common, autocomplete has also been used to support more exploratory workflows, where the
technique is sometimes called “autosuggest” [48]. Prior work has used autocomplete to help users interactively
explore an unfamiliar database’s schema, data, and query language while constructing a single query [32]. This
problem is similar to smart space discovery, as to formulate a query against an unfamiliar database, users must
learn 1) what is available in terms of tables, fields, and data, and 2) how to invoke queries on the available entities
using the query language. Constructing a query for an unfamiliar database normally requires running many
additional supporting queries to understand the structure of the database first. Autocomplete reduces the number
of queries users must run to achieve their goal by helping users learn about the database while crafting the query.
Another example of discovery-oriented autocomplete is code completion in IDEs. When writing code, developers need to use the exact proper name of a class or function. Many IDEs provide autocomplete suggestions
that show a comprehensive list of all the valid classes or functions that could occupy the current position in the
expression, sometimes with accompanying descriptions from documentation. In addition to aiding in the recall of
proper names already known to the developer, these suggestions allow developers to look through the complete
list to discover and invoke new functionality [46].
2.2.3 Mobile Augmented Reality for Discovery. Augmented reality, first proposed by Ivan Sutherland in 1968, is
a way of visually embedding virtual objects in the physical world [45], including informative readouts about
physical objects [12, 38, 40, 50]. WorldGaze is an augmented reality smartphone app that shows labels over
real-world objects that the intelligent assistant knows about, which can include businesses and products, but
also smart devices. WorldGaze determines which object a user is looking at while speaking to the assistant by
detecting the orientation of the user’s head in the front-facing camera and combining it with the rear-facing
camera [29]. The gaze information allows users to use pronouns or omit names entirely while speaking.
While WorldGaze appears to address a similar problem as ARticulate on the surface, there are a number of
differences. Most significantly, WorldGaze does not expose the functionality of the devices, such as whether the
lights support dimming or different colors, and what phrases the smart space intelligent assistant (if present) is
guaranteed to understand. ARticulate does this using autocomplete. WorldGaze also does not prioritize teaching
knowledge that will transfer to other interfaces. The augmented reality annotations did not provide the proper
names of the devices, but rather the general class of device, such as “light” or “speaker.” In a future where every
smart space interface supports name-free interaction this may suffice, but while we live in a world where some
interfaces are built around proper device names, there is an advantage to teaching users the proper names.
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Gesture-based Smart Space Interactions

Gestures are physical movements that express meaning without using words, like pointing, gaze, and even pose
within the environment. However, many gesture-based systems leave smart space discovery issues unaddressed.
2.3.1 Gestures as an Alternative to Proper Device Names. Some gesture-based systems have explored how to
indicate smart devices without using words at all. For example, WorldCursor is a wand that lets users point at
lights and turn them on or off with a button press [49]. However, many more complicated gesture-based systems
essentially create non-verbal “proper names” for actions and side-step the question of device selection [27, 33].
This body of work runs into a vocabulary problem similar to that of speech interfaces. Free-hand elicitation
studies find high levels of disagreement between people’s gestures, meaning that gestures are not generally
guessable [52]. For any given system there must therefore be some way for users to discover what specific
gestures it understands and what they mean, just like with voice systems.
Gesture-based systems also do not help users determine which devices are smart before trying to interact, nor
do they provide hints as to the available functionality of each appliance. For example, Ubiwheel allowed a simple
controller to operate on many devices and functions by changing its behavior based on where it was placed [41],
but users must still know in advance which appliances are smart and which regions control which functions.
2.3.2 Camera-based Gestures in Smart Spaces. Using smartphone cameras to select real-world objects is a specific
form of gesture that in some sense captures user gaze, which Brumitt and Cadiz showed was an intuitive way
to indicate smart space devices. Several recent works have examined this interaction, including WorldGaze
(discussed above) and Snap-to-it [11]. Like ARticulate, Snap-to-it also uses photo-taking as a way to refer to smart
devices. Snap-to-it allows users to access a graphical user interface for a smart device by snapping a picture of it.
The system uses computer vision to identify which of the known smart devices is in the photograph, and then
provides the user with an interface for that device. While the core interaction is appealing, the design of Snap-to-it
does not support discovery in an unfamiliar smart space at all. Users have to know (or at least suspect) that a
device is interactive in order to take a picture of it, but the system does not provide any hints. To aid discovery
during the study, the researchers posted fliers stating that there was a smart device in the area. Snap-to-it also
does not teach users information, such as proper names, that would enable the use of other interfaces. Finally,
Snap-to-it lacks an intelligent assistant interaction framing. Our approach addresses all of these shortcomings,
helping users autonomously discover and use capabilities in an unfamiliar smart space.

3

DESIGN GOALS

An interface design that helps passenger users independently discover and use the capabilities of an unfamiliar
smart space should achieve the following four design goals:
Goal 1: One-shot interactions with connected appliances in unfamiliar smart spaces. Users should be able to enter
a smart space, discover available functionality, and invoke the desired functionality in the first attempt.
Goal 2: No attempted interactions with unconnected appliances. As a part of discovering what functionality is
available, users should also learn what functionality is not available. Users should be able to determine when a
device is not a smart device without making any failed interaction attempts.
Goal 3: An assistant-oriented interaction framing. While we want to enable one-shot interactions in unfamiliar
smart spaces, we want to do it specifically while preserving an assistant-oriented interaction metaphor. Centering
the design on intelligent assistants means that the user should feel as though they are interacting primarily with
the assistant, not the devices.
Goal 4: Learning transferable information that enables the use of other smart space interfaces. If the user could
build a map of the overall capabilities of the space beyond those involved in their specific tasks, the knowledge
would unlock the ability to use other interfaces for future tasks, even if those interfaces lack discovery aids.
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Fig. 2. ARticulate interface. ARticulate is a smartphone app for communicating with smart space assistants inspired by the
Snapchat messaging application, with key modifications to support smart home discovery. Off-screen markers that slide
around the edge of the screen indicate the presence of nearby smart devices (a). Glowing animated orbs with labels indicate
the location and proper names of on-screen smart devices (b). Users can take a picture and caption it with a message for the
assistant. Autocomplete suggestions (c) aid in caption composition, providing insight into what the agent understands and
what capabilities the device has. Suggestions are included for all devices in the photo. A chat history window (d) allows users
to see a record of what captions were sent and the assistant’s responses, and also provides users with a way to type directly
to the assistant without the necessity of photos.

4

AUGMENTED REALITY MESSAGING FOR SMART SPACE ASSISTANTS

We designed an app called ARticulate, a Snapchat-like messaging app for communicating with smart space
assistants that introduces augmented reality and autocomplete to support discovery of smart space devices and
their capabilities. Figure 2 provides an overview of the main user interaction. Each of the major design points is
highlighted below.

4.1

Situational Photo Messaging

To draw on users’ prior experiences with messaging and ensure that the design had street-tested usability, we
wanted to base our solution on technology that people already use to communicate with each other. We chose
to model ARticulate’s workflow after Snapchat, a popular messaging app with 293 million daily active users
worldwide [43]. In the United States, 65% of adults aged 18-29 use Snapchat [7].
Snapchat’s main usage centers around photo messages, which are pictures of the users’ immediate environment
with an optional caption, sent to specific contacts. Snapchat emphasizes a style of messaging where photos are
valued for their situational relevance, making Snapchat an archetype of photo-centric messaging that puts a
strong emphasis on the immediate physical context of the sender [2, 24, 34, 39].
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ARticulate users take photo messages of smart devices, caption them, and send them to an intelligent assistant.
The idea is that there is one assistant for the room, and the assistant that the user is messaging is the same one
that they might, for example, talk to through a smart speaker. Our goal is not to replace voice, but rather to
complement it, and even enable its use by supporting discovery.
In ARticulate, taking a photo acts as the means of selecting the desired device without needing to know the
name in advance. While technically the assistant does not need the photo itself to correctly perform the tasks in
our study, the interaction metaphor of “sending” the assistant a picture of the physical context along with the
message is useful for framing the communication about the user’s immediate context. This lays the groundwork
for future interactions where the user’s intent is expressed in a combination of information in both the photo and
the caption. For example, while ARticulate’s autocomplete suggestions for captions are unambiguous standalone
phrases that will also work with smart speakers, our implementation also allows users to omit device names
from captions and rely solely on the photo context for scope. Concretely, users can snap a photo, caption it
with “red,” and any device in the photo that supports color settings will be set to red. We did not evaluate this
interaction mode in our study and our users did not discover it, but it illustrates the potential role of photos in
communication. Sending intelligent assistants photos with captions could potentially become a staple mode of
communicating with assistants about context-specific topics.

4.2

Augmented Reality

ARticulate allows the user to use the live camera view to look around the smart room and discover the location
and names of smart devices (as well as which devices are not smart by their lack of a label). Off-screen indicators
point in the direction of the various smart devices in the room, and when the device is in view of the camera, the
fact that it is a connected device is indicated by a glowing orb and its name placed over its real-world location.

4.3

Autocomplete

Autocomplete suggestions help users caption a photo with a message that the assistant will understand. The
suggestions span the set of available interactions for the devices in the photo. When the picture is sent, the user
is taken to the chat history window, which shows the sent messages as well as the assistant’s responses.

5

IMPLEMENTING THE ARTICULATE AUGMENTED REALITY MESSAGING APP

To evaluate whether this design works for our stated goals, we built an Android app that implements all the
key features described above. We also built a smart home testbed for the ARticulate app to interact with, and a
chatbot for users to message. We discuss the details of our implementation in the next sections.

5.1

“Alexa” Chatbot

In our implementation, we chose to use Alexa as the underlying smart space assistant, as Alexa-enabled devices
such as the Amazon Echo and Echo Dot are among the most popular smart speakers at this time. However, Alexa
does not provide an API that allows developers to send text-based utterances. This means that we had to take
extra steps to preserve the illusion that the Alexa that the user communicated with over chat was the same as the
Alexa that the user spoke to using the smart speaker.
We wrote a custom chatbot that closely imitated Alexa’s responses and behavior. Manipulation of smart devices
was done through cloud access to the smart home platform we set up. However, this chatbot was not a perfect
clone. Alexa can understand and respond to non-smart home interactions, such as answering questions by looking
up information online, which we did not attempt to duplicate. We also did not duplicate functionality like setting
timers, playing music, or responding to queries about the weather. These choices were intentional as we were
focused on use of the devices in our smart home testbed.
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Fig. 3. Autocomplete suggestions for multiple devices. ARticulate users can view (a) and photograph (b) multiple smart
devices at once. In this example there are three devices: Mood Lamp, Light A, and Multipurpose Sensor. The autocomplete
design has several features to help structure the large number of resulting suggestions (c). Suggestions are categorized into
“capabilities” like power and color. When multiple devices are in a photo, the autocomplete suggestions are interleaved by
capability. Each capability section hides excess suggestions with a “Show more options” drop-down. This was especially
critical for the color suggestions, as Alexa understands over 145 different color names—too many to casually scroll over. An
illustration of the variety of color suggestions that are revealed after tapping “Show more options” is shown in (d). These
design choices are intended to help users quickly understand the range of what the available devices can do with minimal
scrolling and reading.

5.2

Autocomplete

Even though the assistant understood many paraphrases of each command, autocomplete suggestions were only
provided for “canonical” phrasings like “Turn Mood Lamp on,” and “Turn Floor Lamp red.” This was due to the
overhead of providing autocomplete suggestions for every possible paraphrase that the system understands.
As shown in Figure 3, the autocomplete suggestions showed entire suggestions as full sentences rather than
building up word-by-word. Suggestions would be shown if the input the user typed (e.g. “blue”) appeared
anywhere in the suggestion. Users could tap on suggestions to place them into the user input box.
To help users organize the large number of suggestions into broad categories of available actions, suggestions
were divided into sections based on “capability” like power, color, color temperature, brightness, lock, and sensor.
These capabilities were derived from the device schemas provided by the platform we used to control the devices,
and thus were programmatically generated from the system’s API. When multiple devices were in one photo, the
autocomplete suggestions for the different devices were interleaved by capability.
To allow users to quickly scroll over the available types of capabilities and build a broad mental map of available
actions, each capability section hid excess suggestions with a “Show more options” button. This was especially
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critical for the color suggestions, for example, as Alexa understands over 145 different color names—too many to
casually scroll over.

5.3

Augmented Reality

The ARticulate app was implemented for Android in Unity using Google’s ARCore library to provide the
underlying augmented reality functionality. ARCore is an entirely vision-based method for augmented reality. To
display the locations and names of smart devices, the app must be able to access a scan of the room with the
device locations specified. We envision that in real-world settings, a scan could potentially be made once during
the initial system setup as a part of configuring the device, and shared with other users who later enter the space.
For ARticulate, we provided a scanning feature that allowed users to create a scan of a smart space and place
device markers, stored locally on the phone. This feature was used exclusively by the study team during setup.

6

EVALUATING ARTICULATE IN UNFAMILIAR SPACES

To evaluate whether ARticulate achieves the four design goals we laid out in Section 3, we devised an IRBapproved study protocol where we sent a smart home testbed directly to users’ homes and asked them to perform
tasks using both voice and ARticulate. This allowed us to observe participants performing tasks in an unfamiliar
smart space with a mix of connected and unconnected devices. As a baseline, we examined how hard it was to
accomplish the tasks using state-of-the-art voice assistant interfaces. We then examined whether the ARticulate
design improved the ability of users to accomplish the tasks and reduced the number of failed interaction attempts.
We also examined whether use of ARticulate enabled successful use of the voice interface afterwards, including
for tasks that the user had not done before.

6.1

COVID-19 Pandemic Challenges

Designing the protocol for evaluating ARticulate was unusually challenging due to the COVID-19 global pandemic.
During this time, most citizens in the authors’ country were under some form of shelter-in-place order that
prohibited them from leaving their homes except for essential reasons, and research facilities and university
campuses were closed. This placed major constraints on the study protocol design.
Since indoor gatherings of strangers were not permitted under the COVID-19 lockdown, we made a portable
testbed and sent the testbed to each participant. However, the participants needed an on-site facilitator who could
set up the testbed for them, so that they could approach the system with no knowledge. To ensure that there was
an on-site person already in the participant’s “germ bubble” who could set up the system, we added our entire
research group to the official IRB study team and had every member undergo human subjects research training.
The recruitment pool was therefore limited to people who lived or were otherwise already within contagious
contact of our lab members. This is a form of snowball sampling, which is subject to biases that we will discuss
during the overview of our participants in Section 7. This approach also imposed additional requirements onto
the design of the testbed system to be easy to install, configure, and operate remotely.

6.2

Recruitment

The principal audience for this test were people who might need to operate an unfamiliar smart space. Examples
include people likely to be guests in a smart home, inhabitants of a smart home managed by someone else, lodgers
in a smart hotel room, workers in a smart office space, and visitors in a smart conference room. Since this includes
many adults, we defined our recruiting criteria as people over 18, with a home internet connection with WiFi,
and fluency in the English language. As mentioned above, due to COVID-19 restrictions, recruitment used a form
of snowball sampling that drew from residents and close contacts of members of the study team.
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Fig. 4. ARticulate testbed. To evaluate ARticulate during the COVID-19 pandemic, we created a testbed kit that we could
send to each participant’s home. Each participant lived with a study team member who could set up the testbed and facilitate
the in-person needs of the study, such as running the video call and using a laser pointer during task instructions to indicate
relevant devices to the participant without using language. The smart home testbed itself consisted of six devices, each of
which corresponded to a different task that tested some aspect of the research question. The “smart” appliances connected
wirelessly to the commercial SmartThings platform [42] through a hub. Each participant used two different interfaces
to communicate with the assistant at different phases of the study: a voice interface via the Amazon Echo Dot [1], and
the ARticulate messaging app preloaded on a smartphone. The cloud servers powering these interfaces interpreted the
participant’s utterances and actuated or queried the smart devices through the SmartThings API.

6.3

Smart Home Testbed

To evaluate ARticulate’s performance in an unfamiliar smart space, we sent an entirely self-contained set of
testbed devices to participants’ homes, ensuring that while the space itself was familiar to the users, the smart
system setup was novel. Familiarity with the normal room and novelty of the testbed devices did pose an issue
for evaluating discovery, however. It would be reasonable for users to assume that every new fixture or device
added to the room for the experiment has smart capabilities, while every appliance that is normally present is
not part of the smart room testbed. If these assumptions were true, it would give them an unrealistic advantage
in evaluating whether or not a device is smart.
To counteract this, one of the fixtures we added was a lamp that was not connected to the smart space at all.
Also, one of the lights we included, Light A, was installed in an existing fixture that is normally in the room and
is normally not smart. Knowing whether or not a device was normally in the room therefore provided users with
no additional information about whether or not it was smart.
The complete configuration of the testbed is shown in Figure 4. We chose this set of smart devices to correspond
with particular tasks, each of which spoke to a particular research question. Devices in our smart space testbed
consisted of three smart LED bulbs that all supported power, color, brightness, and white temperature, one smart
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Fig. 5. User study protocol. Participants were assigned one of two possible session types, Voice Start or Messaging Start. The
session type determined whether the user started the interactive tasks using voice or ARticulate. “Voice Start” participants
experienced all three interaction phases starting with a voice phase. The “Messaging Start” treatment skips the first voice
phase entirely to show that performance during the messaging phase is not due to learning effects. In both the first voice
phase and the messaging phase, the tasks are the same (Tasks 1-4), and are followed by a three-minute self-directed discovery
period. However, note that the final voice phase contains an extra task (Task 5: New Task) that is not posed anywhere else.
The final voice phase also ends with users recalling what they have learned about the devices in the room, rather than
discovery. All sessions begin with a pre-interview about user experiences with prior technologies, and end with a System
Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire and debriefing interview.

door lock that could be remotely locked and unlocked, and an environmental sensor that measured temperature,
motion, and light (though Alexa only exposes temperature).

6.4

Test Preparation

In advance of each user evaluation, we used a no-contact method to deliver the evaluation kit containing the
smart home testbed to the participant’s home. Over a video call, we worked with the on-site facilitator to set up
the smart home system and perform the augmented reality scan and labeling of the room. With the potential
participant, we held an informed consent discussion where we reviewed the goals and overall structure of the
session, and if they chose to sign the consent form, we continued with the rest of the session.

6.5

Session Structure

The overall session took anywhere from an hour to two hours, depending on the session type they were assigned.
Figure 5 illustrates the main components of the study protocol. First, all sessions began with a short pre-interview
where we asked the participants about their prior experiences with related technologies that might inform how
they approached the systems in the study. Then we began the interactive tasks, which were broken up into two or
three phases depending on the type of session. After the interactions, the participant filled out a System Usability
Scale (SUS) questionnaire [4] about their experiences, which we used to guide a final debriefing interview where
we asked the participant detailed questions about their experience and thoughts.
6.5.1 Pre-interview. All sessions began with a short interview about the user’s prior experience with related
technologies, to understand any biases that might influence users’ interactions. The main topics covered were
intelligent assistants (including smart speaker usage like Echo and Google Home, but also usage outside of a
smart home context, such as on mobile devices), smart rooms (including those controlled by tablets or phone
apps), and the Snapchat messaging application from which ARticulate drew inspiration. This interview usually
took only a few minutes.
6.5.2 Interactive Phase Structure. There were two different session types that participants could be assigned to
that determined what the interactive portion of the session looked like. The interactive portion was broken up
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into two or three phrases depending on session type, with each phase specifying which interface the participant
used. Figure 5 outlines the general structure of the two different session types. The two session types were as
follows:
• Voice start. In this treatment, the participant went through three phases, first a voice-only phase where
the participants were asked to perform several specific tasks and to try to discover capabilities of the
room using only a voice interface to Alexa. This phase established a baseline of how difficult the tasks
were to complete using state-of-the-art voice interfaces to smart home assistants. In the second phase, the
participants were introduced to the ARticulate messaging app and performed the same directed tasks and
free-form discovery, but with ARticulate instead of voice. In the third phase, the participants were returned
to the voice interface to see if their ability to use the voice interface to perform tasks had improved after
using ARticulate. There was also one participant assigned a Voice start, no sensor variation. This was
the same as the normal voice start, except that during the first voice phase the sensor task was omitted.
This was to see whether the participant would notice the sensor and attempt to interact with it using voice
during free-form discovery.
• Messaging start. In this session type, participants were introduced immediately to the ARticulate messaging app. This was to rule out any learning effects from earlier phases on the performance of the app. In the
final phase, users interacted with the Alexa voice interface to see if they were able to successfully use the
voice interface more effectively than those who started with the voice interface.
6.5.3 Interactive Tasks. In each phase, we asked users to perform the same four or five tasks using the interface
for that phase. In these tasks, the users were asked to interact with certain devices. However, due to the linguistic
nature of the tasks, we wanted to avoid priming users with any language about the device itself. The on-site
facilitator would state the task instructions, such as “get Alexa to turn on this device for you. Please narrate your
thoughts out loud as you do so,” while using a laser pointer (included in the test kit) to indicate which device
they were referring to. The interactive tasks were as follows:
• Task 1: Easy-to-guess name. For this task, the instructions were to “get Alexa to unlock this device for
you.” This could be done with the command “unlock the door.” Unlocking the door also required a numeric
code, which we provided users with in advance and do not count against interactions, since we are merely
interested in whether the user can guess the easy name. This task provided a baseline, as we expected users
to be able to operate this device correctly in one guess using either voice or the messaging app.
• Task 2: Hard-to-guess name. For this task, users needed to turn on the Mood Lamp. Mood Lamp is a device
with a hard-to-guess name, as most people might call this a desk lamp or small lamp or table lamp. We
would expect this task to be difficult using the voice interface compared to using ARticulate.
• Task 3: Not connected. In this task, the user was asked to turn on an unconnected lamp. Since this light
is just a normal light bulb, the task is not possible. This represents situations where a user is in a smart
space where only some devices are smart. The user may want to perform a task that is in fact not possible
because the device they want to operate is not connected. Throughout our study, users were informed
that some of the tasks we will ask them to do may be impossible, and that they must figure out whether
that is the case. Before each phase we reminded users that they could either complete the task or decide
it was impossible and move on. We expected this to be extremely difficult to determine using the voice
interface, because there is no way for users to distinguish between cases where the device is not connected
and cases where the user simply has not guessed the right device name. We expected this task to be easy
with ARticulate, since the unconnected light lacked a glowing AR marker.
• Task 4: Sensor. In this task, the facilitator stated that “there is a device in this room that measures something.
Get Alexa to tell you what the current value is.” This could be accomplished by asking Alexa “What is the
temperature according to the Multipurpose Sensor?” We expected this task to be quite difficult with voice,
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Fig. 6. Participant demographics and background. The columns show participant demographics as well as whether the
participant has used various technologies. The “Assistants (Voice)” column includes both smartphone and smart speaker use,
so it is a superset of the “Smart Speaker Use” column. “Observer” is used to indicate when someone does not use a technology
themselves, but frequently observes another use it, such as a roommate, partner, or close friend. Strikingly, though speaking
out loud to assistants was very common, no one remembered typing messages to an assistant, though both of the main
smartphone assistants (Google Assistant and Siri) support it. Also, while all of the participants frequently visited or lived in a
home with smart space technologies, almost no participants had been in an unfamiliar smart space set up by someone else
that they needed to figure out how to use.

as small wireless sensors are unobtrusive by design, and their affordances are not visually obvious, making
the need for discovery aids particularly acute.
• Task 5: New task. This final task was only performed in the final voice phase, where participants had to
use voice without any discovery aid except what they remembered learning from ARticulate. In this task
we asked them to turn on Light A, which is a device that we had never previously asked the participant to
interact with in other tasks. We used this task to evaluate whether after using ARticulate, a user could use
voice to interact with a device that they had not interacted with before.
In addition to the tasks, at the end of the first voice phase and the messaging phase, users were given three
minutes for self-directed discovery where their goal was to learn as much as possible about the room using the
interface for that phase. At the end of the final voice phase, there was a recall section where we asked users to
share as many device names and capabilities that they remember learning about the room.
6.5.4 SUS Questionnaire and Debriefing Interview. The System Usability Scale (SUS) is a commonly used usability
instrument that asks users to answer 10 standard questions on the Likert scale related to usability issues. The total
SUS score is out of 100. We instructed users that the SUS questions only applied to the ARticulate interface, not to
the smart home itself. We primarily used the SUS as a prompt to guide user thinking through the post-interaction
debriefing interview. In addition to going over the user’s SUS questionnaire answers and discussing why they
answered the way they did, we also asked users questions like “Under what circumstances would you use this?
Why?” and “If you had three wishes to make this better for you, what would they be?” and “Which features of
the app did you find the most helpful while accomplishing the tasks?”

7

PARTICIPANT OVERVIEW

We recruited nine participants. Four participants went through all three phases (the “Voice Start” treatment),
one went through all three phases but was not given the sensor task in the first voice phase (“Voice Start, No
Sensor”), and four skipped the first voice phase and started immediately with ARticulate (“Messaging Start”). The
demographics and background experience with related technologies of the participants are shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 7. Number of interactions per task for each participant. An interaction is a message or utterance directed to Alexa.

The majority of study participants were women. This is the result of our snowball recruiting method that
enrolled co-habitants, particularly partners, from our mostly male research group. Past studies have shown that
while most current smart home “maintainers” responsible for installing, setting up, and debugging the system
are men, many of the passenger users of the resulting system are women [14, 25, 26, 30, 35, 51]. These women
must discover and use the available functionality without knowing the system configuration. This means at least
in the short term, women would be the ones most likely to use and benefit from a discovery-oriented interface
like ARticulate, so our participants resemble a likely user population.
Though most participants did not have technical backgrounds, all participants lived in or had been in smart
homes before, and the majority had operated a smart home using a voice assistant or closely observed others
who did. This is likely a result of the snowball recruitment method imposed by the COVID-19 restrictions and
may not be reflective of the general population. However, since we are interested in how our system would work
in a future where smart spaces are more ubiquitous, it was useful that our participants were already familiar with
the domain and did not need to learn about smart homes while also trying to help us evaluate ARticulate.

8

FINDINGS

We analyzed whether or not users were able to accomplish tasks and the number of interaction attempts each
user made for each task. The results are shown in Figure 7. The interaction counts reveal that, as expected, users
struggled operating the unfamiliar smart space using voice. However, when using ARticulate, in the majority
of cases users accomplished their goals in a single interaction, and made zero attempts to interact with the
unconnected device. We also found that some of the knowledge learned through ARticulate was able to transfer
to voice, allowing users the option of using the hands-free modality after only a few tasks with ARticulate.
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Voice Findings

Voice users required many attempts to accomplish goals in an unfamiliar space. Figure 7 shows that, as expected,
participants were able to perform the easy-to-guess Task 1 (Door) in one attempt, but for the remaining tasks
they were not. For Task 2 with the hard-to-guess device name (Mood Lamp), three of the five participants were
ultimately able to achieve the goal. At first it may seem surprising that they could guess the name Mood Lamp at
all. However, this is because Alexa helps the users with prompts, such as “Did you mean Mood Lamp?” (the right
answer) in response to “Turn on the desk lamp” (a wrong guess). Participant 4 technically achieved the Task 2
goal of turning on Mood Lamp by asking Alexa to turn on all the lights.
8.1.1 The “Not Connected” Scenario Was Particularly Challenging for Voice. For Task 3, we asked participants to
turn on a normal lightbulb not connected to the smart system. This represents a typical situation where not every
device in the space is smart, and the user’s goal cannot be achieved through the system because the device is a
normal manual appliance. We mentioned repeatedly in the instructions that some tasks would be impossible and
users could decide to move on at any time. However, with the voice interface, there was no way for participants
to easily determine whether the task was impossible or whether they had just not guessed the right name yet.
Consequently, users made many attempts to turn on a light that could not be turned on, with the highest count
belonging to Participant 1, who made 28 attempts before giving up. Three out of the five participants gave up
after asking Alexa to “turn on all the lights” and discovering that the unconnected lamp did not turn on.
8.1.2 Almost No Voice-start Participant Accomplished the Sensing Task. While actuators (smart or not) are often
designed to advertise their functionality, the intentional unobtrusiveness of sensors posed unique challenges to
voice users. Participant 1 incredulously summarized the requirements of Task 4: “So, I would have to identify
what this device is, then figure out its name, and then use that name for the measurement reading.” Participant 4
said, “I’m personally at a loss, because there are so many different ways to measure something, and not knowing
what she’s measuring makes it hard for me to ask, and she also can’t tell me what she’s measuring.”
In real-world situations, users may not even realize there is a sensor to try to read. Participant 2 said, “Until the
app showed the glowing dot [in Phase 2], I had no idea that [Multipurpose Sensor] was even there.” Participant 4
said, “I think in real life if I were in an AirBnB, I would not have asked again. I would have been like, ‘oh, I guess
there’s no sensor.’” We omitted the sensor task entirely in Participant 5’s voice phase in order to see whether
he would attempt to interact with it or ask Alexa about sensors during self-directed discovery with the voice
interface. He did not. During the debriefing, he reported noticing the small white cube when he entered the room,
but it did not occur to him to try to interact. The unobtrusiveness of the sensor even concerned some participants.
After hearing the sensor task instructions, Participant 4 shared, “My first thought is that I’m freaked out, because
I don’t like being measured.”
The task was further complicated by limitations in Alexa’s natural language understanding for sensor interactions. The required phrases were complex, and some variations would work, while others would not. For example,
“What is the temperature according to Multipurpose Sensor?” worked, but “Tell me the temperature according
to Multipurpose Sensor” did not work, much to the surprise and frustration of Participant 4, who thought she
had remembered it exactly during the final post-app voice phase. Alexa also understood some interactions that
omit the sensor name, but not others. “What is the temperature inside?” worked, but “What is the temperature
in the room?” did not, though multiple participants tried it. This issue with the complexity and specificity of the
phrases, on top of the unobtrusive and opaque nature of sensors, made the sensor task difficult for voice users.
8.1.3 Participants Employed Several Strategies to Deal with Failed Guesses. A remarkably common strategy when
users struggled throughout the first voice phase was to ask Alexa for a list of connected devices. Four out of
five participants requested a list of devices, usually multiple times. Participant 4 was particularly distressed by
the end of the voice phase: “I wish I could somehow ask to understand what all the devices are that she has
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because I think that would help me [...] I’m frustrated because I want this list!” During self-directed discovery
in the voice phase, Participant 3 made eight separate attempts to ask Alexa for a list or count of the connected
devices. Surprisingly, considering it is such a common strategy for users, Alexa does not support providing a
verbal list of connected devices. Nevertheless, just providing a list of connected device names without grounding
them to their locations would not be a sufficient solution—many proper names could plausibly refer to multiple
different devices, and more importantly, a list of smart device names does not help users quickly discover when
an appliance they want to control is not smart and connected.
Another strategy relied on Alexa’s “Did you mean <device name>?” hints. Participant 1 intentionally used this
feature during Task 3, explaining, “It’s not ‘the reading lamp,’ but I’m going to try ‘the reading lamp’ just in case
she gives me the name of this device.” However, sometimes Alexa would suggest the wrong light. Remarkably,
users would occasionally reject Alexa’s correct suggestions thinking they were incorrect.
Another common strategy after several failed guesses was to bypass the voice interface completely and
physically reach for the device for closer inspection. Four out of five participants touched or asked to touch the
physical fixture, either to look for clues or because they thought the device might be broken. Participant 4 said,
“The other thing that I’m thinking about is that maybe there are physical signs that something is a smart thing.
So I’m going to look at this floor lamp [the tutorial device] now. [...] Can I take this lightbulb out?” During Task
2, Participant 5 toggled the power switch on the Mood Lamp to make sure it was properly connected after failing
to guess the name multiple times. Participant 5 was not the only user who thought a device was broken. During
Task 3, Participant 1 said: “So there’s something wrong with your lamp, you guys, it’s like broken or something,
or it has a very special name that’s not lamp, and it’s not light.” In real-world conditions, it is likely that users
would simply abandon the smart space platform rather than make so many attempts. As Participant 4 said, “I
think what I would do if I needed to turn on this lamp would be to turn it on myself.”

8.2

ARticulate Findings

ARticulate enabled one-shot interactions and identifying unconnected devices in unfamiliar spaces. Participants
accomplished the possible tasks in a single attempt, with only one exception that we discuss below. Using
ARticulate, participants also recognized right away that the unconnected device was not connected, and largely
did not attempt to interact with it at all. We can see that the majority of users had an ideal zero interactions
for Task 3 using the messaging app. The scores from the System Usability Scale questionnaire were very good
overall, with a mean score of 83 and a median of 85.
8.2.1 Participants Would Use ARticulate in Unfamiliar Spaces. The lowest-scoring SUS question on average was
Question 1, “I think that I would like to use this system frequently.” However, when asked when they would use
something like ARticulate, participants identified situations when they were in an unfamiliar smart space. As
Participant 4 said, “I feel like once I knew the name of everything I would probably prefer to use voice personally,
but [...] if I had this system, it would be the absolute first thing I did in any room that was a smart room. [...]
every time I had a new room I would definitely use it.”
8.2.2 Participants Were Not Sure When They Had Seen All Devices. Participants expressed appreciation for both
the augmented reality markers and the autocomplete suggestions and found them useful for accomplishing the
tasks. However, several participants stated that they still wanted a list of names or at least a count of devices. We
observed many times during self-directed discovery that users would slowly pan around, moving back and forth
to count the teardrop markers and map them to devices. Participant 4 expressed, “Something I want to do now is
make sure I really have seen all of the devices in the room. I wish there was a number or something that could
tell me. So the best I can do is look at these teardrops.”
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8.2.3 All Participants Recognized That the Unconnected Light Was Not Operable. The two participants that made
attempts on the unconnected device verbalized beforehand that they did not think it was connected. Participant 4
said, “This is not a smart device. I can see now, using my special smart device window that there’s nothing I can
do to get her to turn that on for me, so I’m not going to try. Well, [...] now that I have her on text, I wanna see if I
can get her to tell me what all the lamps are, to just confirm.” She typed “List all lamps in room,” and received the
standard “I’m sorry, I don’t know that one” response from Alexa, at which point she moved on.
Participant 7 similarly observed, “It doesn’t have a thingy for it [...] so I think it’s not set up?” However, she
took a picture just in case. Unfortunately, the default behavior when there are no devices in the photo is to give
suggestions for all devices that Alexa knows about. The idea behind this was to give users access to suggestions
if they were inconveniently located for a photo. However, this design choice was confusing. Participant 7 typed
the suggestion “Turn Light A on” since she had not interacted with Light A yet. When a different light turned on,
she concluded, “I kinda think this one is just not set up to work with this device.”
8.2.4 Multiple Devices Caused a Misunderstanding. In Task 2, Participant 8 was not able to figure out how to
turn on the Mood Lamp. This is because she took a photo of Mood Lamp that also had Light A in the upper
right corner, but the label for Light A was washed out by light. Even though the photo said “Mood Lamp” in big
letters over the target device, and the suggestions interleaved “Mood Lamp” and “Light A,” the Light A suggestion
was the first one in the list so the user selected it. When it did not work, she then tried typing the same Light A
command directly into the chat, which also did not work, so she decided to move on.
Participant 8 realized during self-directed discovery at the end of the tasks that Light A was another light
and that the original was called Mood Lamp. However, she still thought that she had only received Light A
suggestions previously: “That’s interesting, when I tried to change Mood Lamp before, what was coming up
was Light A.” During the debriefing, after being shown how suggestions for multiple devices are interleaved
under the capabilities, Participant 8 expressed an expectation for devices as the main subheadings, rather than
capabilities: “Oh, I guess I didn’t see a different hierarchy for that. So I guess for me that was a little confusing.
[...] I would just assume a different heading with a different spacing under it for like, Lamp A all the way to the
left, and then power slightly in, and then Floor Lamp...”

8.3

Transferring Knowledge from ARticulate to Voice

Knowledge learned from ARticulate enabled successful voice interactions, though sensors remained a challenge.
After using the ARticulate app, we asked participants to set the phone aside and perform tasks using the voice
interface to Alexa. After using the app and switching to voice, people knew what smart (and not smart) actuators
were in the room and what their names were, including a light that they had never interacted with in previous
tasks and only discovered incidentally. We can see from the large number of ideal scores for the post-app voice
phase in Figure 7 that information was obtained for Tasks 1-3. We also asked users a new actuator task, Task 5,
where users had to figure out to turn on Light A, even though we had not asked users to interact with Light A
previously. We can see that though users guessed Lamp A about half the time, in keeping with the Floor Lamp
and Mood Lamp naming pattern, eight out of nine users were able to accomplish the new task using voice.
However, users still had difficulty with the sensor task. Even after successfully using ARticulate, users struggled
to remember how to obtain the sensor reading in the final voice phase. They knew it was possible (P5: “I know
it’s capable because I did it through the app”), and they knew it was a specific phrase (P7: “There was a very
specific phrase that was used before”), but participants struggled to remember the details.
Two participants remembered both temperature and Multipurpose Sensor and were able to achieve the goal.
Two other participants, Participant 6 and Participant 4, also remembered both pieces of information, but were not
able to achieve the goal. Participant 4 said “Tell me the temperature according to Multipurpose Sensor” instead of
“What is the temperature according to Multipurpose Sensor,” and was frustrated when it did not work. Participant
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6 said “What is the temperature...in Multipurpose Sensor?” but Alexa interrupted during the pause and gave her
the weather forecast. However, the participant thought Alexa had heard the entire command, so she gave up
and did not try again. Of the remaining participants, three obtained the reading by saying something about the
temperature “inside” while the remaining two were not able to recall or guess a valid phrase.
Participants appeared particularly resistant to the idea that they needed a proper name for the sensor in
order to get a temperature reading. The idea that only the attribute (temperature) should be sufficient was so
persistent that even when using ARticulate, Participant 7 manually typed “what is the temperature” when the
suggestion showed "what is the temperature according to Multipurpose Sensor." Participant 1 did not think
that even temperature should have to be specified, since there was only the one sensor and the one attribute it
measured: “For the sensor, if it’s the only sensor that is available in the room, maybe just say ‘A[lexa], give me a
sensor reading’ versus give me a temperature sensor reading.”

8.4

Preserving the Intelligent Assistant Framing

Throughout the sessions, participants consistently anthropomorphized Alexa, and seemed to believe that the
devices were mediated through her. For example, instead of wondering aloud “What is that device called?”
Participant 2 said, “What is A[lexa] going to think that is called?” However, when it came to the ARticulate
app specifically, a few participants suggested that the interaction with Alexa felt like an unnecessary layer of
indirection. Participant 4 put the reason into words:
“I didn’t know how to relate to Alexa as a human. [...] I tend to say please and thank you to Siri
because she seems like a person. This app was so not – because I couldn’t hear her voice anymore—it
was a little bit like, are you a robot, are you a person? [...] If I’m supposed to take pictures of things,
and it’ll give me a list of commands—which was like the core of the app for me, not the texting so
much as the list of commands, because I didn’t have the list beforehand—having the whole idea of
there even being an Alexa seemed silly to me. If it’s just specific commands, why can’t I just press a
button?”
In other words, our autocomplete suggestions were being perceived more like a menu than a true autocomplete
to aid in a conversation with Alexa. You can see in Figure 2 and Figure 3 that our autocomplete design covered
the screen with rigidly repeated template text, and also did not provide suggestions for any paraphrases of these
“canonical” forms, even though Alexa would understand them. Even just starting a phrase with “please” like one
might do conversationally would prevent suggestions from showing. In this way, the suggestions behaved much
more like a menu than an autocomplete widget helping a natural conversation. Participants even tended to scroll
and select, rather than type. We discuss possible directions for addressing this in Section 9.

9

IMPLICATIONS

Based on our findings, there are three main implications for readers to take away. The first is that designs like
ARticulate can help users operate unfamiliar smart spaces. The second is that we need to further explore the
tensions between centering intelligent assistants versus centering menus in our designs for discovery. The third
is that intelligent assistant developers should revisit the natural language interface design for sensor interactions.

9.1

Bridging the Gap in Unfamiliar Smart Spaces

While the results revealed opportunities for minor design improvements, overall ARticulate’s approach enabled
users to have successful one-shot natural language interactions with intelligent assistants in an unfamiliar smart
spaces. Additionally, users could successfully operate the room using voice afterwards, even to use capabilities
that they had not previously interacted with using the messaging app. This means that not only does ARticulate
help users accomplish their goals in unfamiliar smart spaces, which no other interface has prioritized, it also
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unlocks other “proper device name” interfaces and gives users the option of selecting whichever interface best
meets their needs for future tasks. Designs like this enable ubiquitous intelligent assistant-operated smart spaces.
An additional unexpected takeaway was the potential for discovery-oriented designs to help with privacy
concerns, particularly around sensors. Having the ability to immediately locate and identify sensors in a room
using an app like ARticulate may help empower occupants by informing them of potential privacy issues.
So long as smart space interactions continue to be designed around a proper device name paradigm, the
ecosystem of smart space interfaces will likely benefit from having discovery-oriented designs that combine 1) a
name-free means of discovering and referring to devices, with 2) aids that help teach the proper device names for
use with other interfaces. Once users can quickly discover and interact with technologies in an unfamiliar smart
space, these technologies can scale and become truly ubiquitous.

9.2

We Should Explore Different Designs around Assistants and Menus

In the device-oriented paradigm that systems are currently programmed around, it is hard to know whether it
makes more sense to take the ARticulate design in the direction of a more realistic conversational autocomplete,
or in the direction of a better menu.
A more conversational autocomplete that helps make the language interactions feel more natural would show
fewer words at a time, and therefore we would need an alternative way to provide users with an overview of the
possible set of device capabilities (e.g., color, brightness, etc.) One option might be that in addition to the device
name, devices could display little augmented reality “capability icons” that indicate whether they support color,
brightness, and so on. Then the user knows when they snap the picture not only that the device is smart, but
broadly what it is capable of, and can use the more minimal (but also more powerful) autocomplete to simply get
the proper names of states (like “lavender blush”) as they type.
An improved suggestion design that leans more in the direction of a tappable menu would follow the advice
of several participants and start suggestions for a new photo with a drill-down list of all the device names in
the picture. Users would then select a device name to reveal another drill-down list, this time of the device’s
capabilities, that users would again expand to show the individual canonical utterances. To help build language
skills and make assistant interactions feel more natural, upon selecting an utterance, the suggestions could
display a list of equivalent paraphrases that the assistant would also understand. While this device-oriented menu
direction would no doubt be effective in the short term, it does not seem future-proof given the likelihood of
assistants gaining smart space understanding and skills that transcend individual device commands. More work
is needed to explore the trade-offs between these different directions.

9.3

We Should Revisit the Natural Language Approach to Sensors

The experiments with ARticulate revealed a potentially deeper issue with the underlying natural language
understanding system itself. It would appear from our results that sensors require a different natural language
approach than actuators. Sensor interactions may more intuitively follow a data-oriented, rather than a deviceoriented, conceptual model. Ideally, users would not need to specify a specific device at all to receive useful
information. While for large deployments this may require sophisticated aggregation techniques or understanding
of deployment context, for simple deployments with only a single device that measures a particular attribute, it
should be trivial for Alexa to infer which device should be queried to answer the user—the only one available.
Prior work has shown that moving towards a more data-oriented approach will also change the kinds of
interactions that people will expect to have with the assistant [9]. Users will often not be interested directly in
what the data from a particular device is, but rather in higher-level concepts like “when someone enters the room”
or “when the room is empty,” or “how much water have I used this month?” Such a system will be much more
valuable to users, but the assistant will need to be redesigned to be able to handle these kinds of interactions.
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LIMITATIONS

While we feel our results show that this is a promising direction, our study has a number of limitations, including
bias in participant recruiting, the challenges of vision-based tracking, and potential scalability issues. We discuss
the implications of these limitations below.

10.1

Biased Participant Pool

Due to our method of recruiting under COVID-19 limitations, the participants were close to the research team.
This could be responsible for the observation that all participants had either used smart home devices or been
an observer of someone using them. As mentioned, our system is designed for a future where smart spaces are
available and most people would have had some prior interaction with them, so the fact that our participants
were non-technical but had high exposure to smart spaces is representative of our expected users. However, there
are other important ways in which the participants lacked diversity. Participant ages fell within a fairly narrow
distribution over the 20s, with only two participants not in their 20s. There were no participants older than 41.
Elderly people are a significant user demographic that has been shown in prior smart home work to have unique
interaction desires and constraints [36, 37]. Further work would need to be done to determine whether this kind
of interaction would be well-suited to the needs of elderly users.

10.2

Vision-based Tracking Challenges for Augmented Reality

Difficulties during our study highlighted the limitations of using a vision-based method of implementing augmented reality. Initial scans of the room could take anywhere from 15 minutes to hours depending on the lighting
conditions and the visual complexity of surfaces in the room. Twice, users had to wait for us to redo the scan
completely or deal with particularly fragile localization due to changing light conditions. This was a problem
when performing scans during sunset, where every fifteen minutes the lighting conditions changed enough to
completely break the localization system. Turning lights on and off during the session also occasionally changed
the lighting conditions enough for the system to lose tracking. We ended up addressing these problems by running
systems during daylight hours or at night, and by doing scans in rooms with permanently good lighting that
would not be significantly affected by the testbed devices.
Despite the deployment difficulties that the augmented reality system posed during the study, we still believe
that augmented reality feedback is a feasible avenue to pursue long term. Flagship smartphone manufacturers
like Apple and Samsung have released smartphone models with ultra-wideband (UWB) radios that support
high-resolution device localization and orientation, and LiDAR for creating depth scans of the environment.
This additional instrumentation has the potential to significantly increase the robustness of location tracking for
mobile augmented reality going forward [44].

10.3

Scalability

The study did not evaluate how well the system scales as the number of rooms and devices grows. Scaling could
potentially present issues, such as a burdensome setup process and visual occlusion. For example, our setup
process required the experimenter to make a scan of the room and place device labels, which could take between
15 minutes to several hours depending on the environment. While the speed of augmented reality scans may
improve with better tracking technology as discussed above, configuring each room will still require some manual
work. However, someone will need to manually install the devices anyway, so if the scanning time can be brought
down (or eliminated completely using automatic localization of devices), adding an scan and label step to the
already burdensome overhead of device installation still seems feasible at scale.
The study evaluation only used six devices in one smart room (including the Echo Dot). While this is fairly
consistent with current smart spaces [20], future smart spaces could potentially involve many more devices.
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ARticulate users can deal with clutter by using the camera to filter spatially, and also by typing the name of the
desired device into the message bar to bring up only autocomplete results for that device. However, ARticulate
would need to add additional layout logic to handle potential occlusion of multiple nearby labels.

11

FUTURE WORK

Future work remains in extending our approach beyond simple smart device interactions to more complex ones,
such as those involving device groups or preset scenes. These are common features of smart spaces which do not
neatly correspond to a single physical locus. Additionally, as the Internet of Things grows, more work should be
done exploring this approach in smart spaces with a greater density of smart devices.
It is an open question whether this approach would be useful for automation. Smart home automation routines
are usually refined over a long period of time, so creating or modifying such routines does not obviously fit the
pattern of the first few interactions in an unfamiliar smart space. However, it could be that users in an unfamiliar
space may nevertheless wish to discover what automation routines are running, especially to explain some
surprising action that has just taken place. Assistants enabled with photo messages can potentially help users
understand the automatic activity of particular devices.
Finally, while this work has focused on making it easier for users to learn the proper names of devices, we feel
this is a crutch supporting a less than optimal situation. While real-world systems are likely going to continue
using proper names, we encourage moving away from this approach. The proper device name paradigm is a
leaky abstraction that has come up from the system design and become a part of interfaces like smart home apps
and intelligent assistants, even though it is not how people intuitively invoke functionality. We should move
towards multi-modal, contextually aware interactions with smart space assistants that are able to combine words
with other information like gaze direction, pointing, or contextual information to resolve entities. We also need
to move towards supporting interoperability and applications that are more centered around high-level goals and
behaviors and less tied to individual devices. We should also support more assistant initiative for asking users to
demonstrate commands, so that the assistant can learn new names and phrases. This would allow intelligent
assistants to tailor their understanding to humans rather than the other way around.

12

CONCLUSION

In this work, we introduced ARticulate, an app for messaging intelligent assistants that helps users achieve
one-shot interactions with intelligent assistants in unfamiliar smart spaces where each smart device has a proper
name that users must reference. We used photo messaging enhanced with augmented reality labels for smart
devices and autocomplete-enabled captions as mechanisms to help aid user discovery. To evaluate this design, we
ran nine user evaluations in a smart home testbed. Presented with an unfamiliar smart space, ARticulate users
were able to discover available functionality, including what was not available, and accomplish goals with a single
interaction attempt. The knowledge users gained from use of ARticulate also translated into the ability to use the
voice interface afterwards without a discovery aid. ARticulate is the first interface that makes unfamiliar smart
spaces usable by overcoming the challenges posed by the proper device name paradigm. With interfaces like
ARticulate, anyone who knows how to message can walk into any smart space and start using it with confidence.
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